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ABSTRACT: Some synthetic polymers can block cell death when applied following an injury that would otherwise kill the cell.
This cellular rescue occurs through interactions of the polymers with cell membranes. However, general principles for designing
synthetic polymers to ensure strong, but nondisruptive, cell membrane targeting are not fully elucidated. Here, we tailored
biomimetic phosphorylcholine-containing block copolymers to interact with cell membranes and determined their efficacy in
blocking neuronal death following oxygen-glucose deprivation. By adjusting the hydrophilicity and membrane affinity of poly(2-
methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine) (polyMPC)-based triblock copolymers, the surface active regime in which the
copolymers function effectively as membrane-targeting cellular rescue agents was determined. We identified nonintrusive
interactions between the polymer and the cell membrane that alter the collective dynamics of the membrane by inducing
rigidification without disrupting lipid packing or membrane thickness. In general, our results open new avenues for biological
applications of polyMPC-based polymers and provide an approach to designing membrane-targeting agents to block cell death
after injury.

■ INTRODUCTION
Cell membrane dysfunction resulting from loss of lipid bilayer
structural integrity is an important pathway toward cell injury
and death.1 Loss of membrane integrity follows cellular
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stresses, such as heat, pressure, radiation, electropermeabiliza-
tion, mechanical shear, and oxidation.2 Oxidative stress and
membrane lipid peroxidation are central mechanisms of
numerous disease states leading to cell death, such as
neurodegeneration following hypoxia-ischemia (defined as an
injurious diminished supply of oxygen and blood to the
brain).3 Although the precise mechanisms of interactions have
not been delineated, polymers containing hydrophilic poly-
(ethylene oxide) (PEO), and triblock copolymers consisting of
PEO and the more hydrophobic poly(propylene oxide)
(PPO), have been shown to block cell death when introduced
after a variety of stimuli.2,4−6 However, a fundamental
understanding of how these polymers interact with cell
membranes is lacking, precluding determination of the central
molecular parameters required for optimal materials design.
Previous studies of polymer−membrane interactions dem-

onstrated that PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymers effectively
protect liposomes from oxidative and osmotic stress, with the
relative ratio between PEO and PPO determining the nature of
polymer−membrane interactions, and the hydrophobicity of
the copolymer determining the ability of the polymer to insert
and anchor to the membrane.7,8 In particular, PEO-PPO-PEO
triblock copolymers with a high degree of hydrophobicity act
as membrane permeabilizers.9 While PEO homopolymers
protect membranes from damage, PEO-PPO-PEO triblock
copolymers function at orders of magnitude lower concen-
tration. The hydrophobic PPO block likely enhances the
residence time of the polymer at the membrane surface,
promoting efficacy even at low concentration. Furthermore,
altering the relative size of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic
moieties allows advantageous tuning of the hydrophilic−
lipophilic balance (HLB). These observations led us to
hypothesize that an effective membrane-targeting cellular
rescue polymer requires two key features: (i) a major
hydrophilic component to promote adsorption at the
membrane surface without penetration into the bilayer and
(ii) a minor hydrophobic component to provide nondisruptive
anchoring in the membrane. In this study, we describe the
adjustment of polymer HLB for the purpose of identifying the
roles of these components in determining polymer−membrane
interactions and optimizing them to maximize neuronal rescue
following injury.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of polyMPC-PPO-polyMPC. The PPO macroinitiator,

CuBr, 2,2′-bipyridine, and methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine
(MPC) were dissolved in anhydrous methanol in a round-bottom
flask that was cooled in an ice−water bath (specific details in SI). The
polymerization was conducted under a nitrogen atmosphere at room
temperature for 2.5 h and the polymer was isolated by precipitation in
anhydrous tetrahydrofuran (THF), then purified by passage through a
short plug of silica gel.
Preparation of Lipid Monolayers. Lipid monolayers were

prepared on a Langmuir trough by dropwise addition of a chloroform
solution of polymer at the air/water interface, then left for 15 min to
allow solvent evaporation. Compression at a linear speed of 0.1 mm/s
was performed until the system reached its target surface pressure.
The surface pressure was measured by a Wilhelmy plate-type
transducer with a filter-paper plate.
Preparation of Large Unilamellar Vesicles (LUVs). Large

unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) were prepared via the freeze−thaw
extrusion method (see SI for details).
Postnatal Hippocampal Neuronal Cultures. Hippocampal

neurons were prepared and maintained as described previously.23

Oxygen Glucose Deprivation (OGD). OGD experiments were
performed deoxygenated glucose-free bicarbonate-buffered saline
containing 95 mmol/L NaCl, 5.3 mmol/L KCl, 1.3 mmol/L
NaH2PO4, 1.3 mmol/L MgSO4, 24 mmol/L NaHCO3, and 2.4
mmol/L CaCl2. To prepare saline for OGD experiments, the
bicarbonate buffer was incubated in a hypoxia workstation, where
O2 and CO2 levels were continuously maintained at 1% and 5%,
respectively. For control experiments without OGD challenge, the
bicarbonate buffer with 25 mmol/L glucose and 1 mmol/L succinate
was incubated in a conventional humidified 5% CO2 incubator. Both
saline solutions were incubated for 18 h before transferring cultured
neurons to them. The in vitro cellular experiments were performed by
incubation of neurons either under the OGD condition or in the
control saline solution for 45 min. After that, the neurons were
transferred back to their original neurobasal medium where polyMPC
homopolymer or poly(MPC-PO-MPC) triblock copolymer was
introduced to study the potential of these polymers in rescuing
injured neurons from hypoxic injury. Before each experiment, dead
neurons were removed by incubation in DNase (900 U/mL) for 1 h.

Evaluation of Neuronal Survival. Cell survival was evaluated
using the unbiased automated total-live cell assay 48 h after OGD.
Briefly, cells stained by both 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)
and calcein acetoxymethylester (calcein-AM) were identified as live,
whereas neurons stained only by DAPI (blue) were categorized as
dead. To evaluate neuronal survival, at least 42 equally distributed
fields that contain at least 1300 neurons from at least six coverslips for
each condition in each experiment were counted. The statistical
analysis was performed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
followed by the Tukey test (p < 0.05 were accepted as significant).

Evaluation of Polymer Surface Activity and Constant
Surface Pressure Insertion Assay. The surface activity of
polyMPC homopolymers and poly(MPC-PO-MPC) triblock copoly-
mers was monitored through their adsorption kinetics at the air−
water interface. The quantification of polymer insertion into lipid
monolayers was conducted using a constant pressure insertion assay.
In general, lipid monolayers were prepared and kept at π = 30 mN/m,
a bilayer equivalent pressure, via a built-in feedback system that
adjusts the surface area. PolyMPC or poly(MPC-PO-MPC) was
injected into the subphase. If the injected polymer interacts with lipid
membranes through insertion, π would increase. To keep π constant,
A must increase. Thus, the relative area change, ΔA/A0, reflects the
degree of polymer insertion into the lipid film.

Neutron Spin Echo (NSE). NSE measurements were performed
using the NG5-NSE spectrometer at the Center for Neutron Research
of National Institute of Standards and Technology (NCNR-NIST).
The 8 Å incident neutron beam was selected with wavelength
resolution of approximately 20%. A set of polarizers and analyzers was
employed to analyze the neutron polarization. The Larmor precession
of neutron spin in a magnetic field was used as a precise measure of
energy transfer between the neutrons and the sample. The covered
ranges of momentum transfer, q, and time, t, were 0.04 Å−1 < q < 0.13
Å−1 and 0.5 ns ≤ t ≤ 40 ns, respectively.

Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS). SANS experiments
were conducted on the NG7-SANS instrument at NCNR-NIST and
the CG-3 Bio-SANS instrument of the High Flux Isotope Reactor at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). The incident neutron
wavelength, λ, at NIST was selected to be 6 Å for 1 and 4 m
configurations and 8.9 Å for 15.3 m configuration, with a wavelength
resolution of approximately 11%. λ at ORNL was selected to be 6 Å
for 1.1 and 6.8 m configurations and 12 Å for 15.3 m configuration,
with a wavelength resolution of approximately 15%. With these
configurations, q was measured from 0.001 Å−1 to 0.557 Å−1 at NIST
and 0.002 Å−1 to 0.717 Å−1 at ORNL.

Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction (GIXD). GIXD experi-
ments were performed at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) of
Argonne National Laboratory using ChemMatCARS in Sector 15-ID-
C.24 The wavelength of the X-ray beam was 1.24 Å, corresponding to
an energy of 10 keV.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To test our hypothesis, we designed polymers that replace the
PEO blocks of PEO-PPO-PEO triblock copolymers with
poly(2-methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine) (polyMPC)
blocks. PolyMPC is a zwitterionic polymer composed of a
methacrylate backbone and pendent phosphorylcholine (PC)
moieties;10 it exhibits exceptional hydrophilicity, is biodegrad-
able and blood-compatible, and resists protein adsorption
when grafted to surfaces.11,12 PolyMPC homopolymers were
synthesized by atom transfer radical polymerization13 (ATRP)
(Figure 1A, top left; sample names starting with HP) and their
surface activity was characterized at the water−air interface.
Unlike PEO homopolymers, which are surface-active14 (Gibbs
adsorption surface pressure of ≈10 mN/m14), polyMPC
homopolymers exhibited no surface activity (Figure S1),
indicating that polyMPC partitions into water and further
suggesting a potential lack of strong interactions with
membranes.
To determine the extent of interactions between polyMPC

and lipid membranes, model membrane systems were
combined with scattering techniques to characterize lipid
packing, membrane thickness, and the collective dynamics. We
first modeled the outer leaflet of a lipid membrane using

monolayers of 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(DPPC). GIXD probed in-plane ordering, while X-ray (XR)
and neutron reflectivity (NR) characterized the out-of-plane
electron density distribution in the presence and absence of the
90-mer polyMPC homopolymer HP_27K[90] (27 kDa, Figure
1A). Interestingly, the presence of HP_27K[90] induced no
differences in the GIXD, XR, and NR profiles (Figures S2, S3),
indicating that polyMPC does not alter lipid packing or
membrane thickness. Next, large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs)
of 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) were
employed as a simple model of fluid membranes. Small angle
neutron scattering (SANS) studies showed HP_27K[90] to
have no effect on membrane static structure, regardless of
membrane curvature or lipid packing density (Figure S4). In
contrast, neutron spin echo (NSE) measurements of DMPC
LUVs in the presence and absence of HP_27K[90]
demonstrated that polyMPC alters the collective dynamics of
the membrane. Unlike GIXD, XR, NR, and SANS, which
directly probe the membrane structure, NSE yields information
on membrane fluctuations from which one can determine how
the presence of the polymer can affect membrane undulations.
For pure DMPC LUVs, the bending modulus (κ) was 12−15
kBT above the DMPC gel−liquid crystal transition temperature

Figure 1. Effects of polyMPC homopolymer on model membranes and injured neurons. (A) Molecular structure of polyMPC, polyMPC-PPO-
polyMPC, DMPC and DPPC lipids. (B) The bending modulus, κ, as a function of temperature for (■) DMPC and (red ●) DMPC membranes in
the presence of 200 μmol/L HP_27K[90] in a water medium. Inset: A sketch of a lipid bilayer. (C) Quantification of the effects of polymers on
cultured embryonic rat hippocampal neuron survival following OGD at 37 °C in the presence of homopolymer HP_27K[90] at a polymer
concentration of 30 μmol/L. *p < 0.05 as compared to OGD (+); ** p < 0.05 as compared to OGD (−). Error bars represent ±1 standard
deviation in the present paper.
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(Tm) of 23 °C, and 70 kBT below Tm. The presence of
HP_27K[90], however, increased κ by ∼30% above Tm, ∼50%
near Tm, and >100% below Tm (Figures 1B and S5),
demonstrating that the homopolymer increases membrane
rigidity. This polymer-induced membrane rigidification in the
absence of any detectable structural changes indicates weak
interactions between the polymer and the lipid membrane,
possibly driven by dipole−dipole attraction of the PC
zwitterions.15 Collectively, the XR and NR measurements
demonstrate that while polyMPC is not surface-active, it
nonetheless alters lipid membranes through weak, non-
disruptive interactions. The weak absorption of polyMPC
homopolymers on lipid bilayers was further confirmed via
surface force apparatus experiments (see Figure S6).
Having found the polyMPC homopolymer to interact

weakly with model membranes, the potential for these
polymers to assist in rescuing injured neurons from severe
injury was examined. Using cultured rat embryonic hippo-
campal neurons, oxygen glucose deprivation (OGD) was
employed as an in vitro model of brain hypoxia-ischemia6 that
results in widespread neuronal apoptosis within 48 h of injury.
Neurons on coverslips were exposed to 45 min OGD, or to
otherwise identical, control solutions containing glucose at
ambient oxygen tension. After OGD or control exposure, the
coverslips were returned to their culture dishes with the
original, glucose-containing media, half of which also contained
HP_27K[90] (30 μM), then all the dishes were returned to
the incubator. After 48 h, unbiased counts of living and dead
neurons were made with high-content imaging, counting
∼1300 total neurons per coverslip. Measurements recorded 48
h after exposure to the control solutions showed a mean
neuronal survival of 79.8 ± 2% (SEM), while OGD
significantly decreased mean neuronal survival to 42.6 ± 4%,
(p < 0.001). Notably, survival of OGD-treated neurons
incubated in the presence of HP_27K[90] (69.7 ± 3%, Figure
1C) increased markedly compared to OGD alone (p < 0.001),
suggesting that simply the presence of polyMPC homopolymer
alters mechanisms of apoptotic neuronal death.
Examined next was whether adding a hydrophobic block to

polyMPC would alter its behavior with neuronal cells relative
to polyMPC alone. Starting from a PPO “macroinitiator”,
growth of the polyMPC blocks afforded polyMPC-PPO-
polyMPC triblock copolymers. PPO block sizes were selected
to be similar to those of Poloxamer 188 (PEO80-PPO27-

PEO80), a copolymer with known affinity for cell mem-
branes.4,16−18 As a first test-case, polyMPC45-PPO35-pol-
yMPC45, BCP_29K[90], (29 kDa, see Figure 1A for
nomenclature) was prepared, an ABA triblock copolymer
with a PPO mole fraction ( f PPO) of 0.28. Remarkably,
incubation of hippocampal neurons in the presence of
BCP_29K[90] (30 μM) following OGD completely rescued
neurons from OGD-induced death at 48 h (Figure 1C).
Moreover, survival following BCP_29K[90] was significantly
(P = 0.0002) greater than survival following the polyMPC
homopolymer HP_27K[90]. These data indicate that the
presence of a central hydrophobic component markedly
increases the efficacy of polyMPC-mediated neuronal rescue.
The impact of the HLB of polyMPC-PPO-polyMPC

copolymers on their association with lipid membranes was
then evaluated. Four additional polyMPC-PPO-polyMPC
triblock copolymers were synthesized, keeping the 35-mer
PPO block constant and varying the polyMPC blocks from 14
( f PPO = 0.71) to 66 ( f PPO = 0.37) monomer units. With
greater polyMPC molecular weight, the copolymers became
increasingly hydrophilic and their surface activity declined
(Figure 1A). In accord with these findings, the critical micelle
concentration (CMC), determined from the surface activity of
the polymer at the air−water interface,19 also increased
(Figures 1A and 2A).
We next examined, using a constant surface pressure

insertion assay, whether the polyMPC-containing triblock
copolymers inserted into lipid membranes or simply associated
with the membrane surface. Since polymer insertion into such
a membrane is affected by membrane fluidity,20 two different
lipid monolayers were studied: the more fluidic (less ordered)
DMPC and the less fluidic (more ordered) DPPC (Figure
S7A). BCP_6.5K[14], the most hydrophobic of the triblock
copolymers, intercalated into both lipid films rapidly and
extensively (Figure 2B,C, Figure S7). In contrast, polymers of
intermediate hydrophobicity, BCP_10.5K[28] and
BCP_15K[42], preferentially penetrated into the DMPC
monolayer (Figure 2B) relative to the more ordered DPPC
monolayer (Figure 2C), demonstrating the importance of
membrane fluidity in governing polymer−membrane inter-
actions. However, the most hydrophilic copolymers,
BCP_22K[66] and BCP_29K[90], failed to penetrate into
either lipid film (Figure 2B,C), since the longer polyMPC
blocks dominate their solution and interfacial behavior. These

Figure 2. Interfacial activities of polyMPC-PPO-polyMPC. (A) Gibbs adsorption isotherms at the air/water interface and 25 °C. (B,C) Change of
area per lipid molecule after insertion of polyMPC-PPO-polyMPC into a (B) DMPC monolayer and (C) DPPC monolayer at π = 30 mN/m and
25 °C. The polymer concentration in the water subphase was 50 μmol/L. Note: (A − A0)/A0 of DMPC and DPPC for BCP_6.5K[14] does not
represent equilibrium values as the barrier had reached its physical limitation. The observed difference of (A − A0)/A0 for the two monolayers is
due to their distinctive A0 at 30 mN/m, where A0_DMPC is 56 Å2/mol and A0_DPPC is 45 Å2/mol.
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experiments demonstrate that the degree of copolymer
insertion scales with its wetting characteristics, with the most
hydrophilic samples resisting insertion into the lipid films.
Similar OGD experiments were performed with these

zwitterionic triblock copolymers to elucidate their behavior
in the presence of neuronal cells, finding that the degree of
membrane insertion of the five copolymers correlated inversely
with their efficacy in rescuing injured neurons. As with
BCP_29K[90], the noninserting BCP_22K[66] also fully
protected neurons from death following OGD (Figures 3A
and S7). BCP_15K[42], with only minor membrane insertion
capability, provided a small but significant level of neuronal
rescue following OGD (Figure 3A). BCP_6.5K, exhibiting the
greatest membrane insertion, failed to rescue neurons
following OGD. In fact, this membrane-inserting copolymer
was measurably toxic and increased neuronal death over the
level seen following OGD (Figure 3A). This decline in
neuronal rescue capacity is likely due to membrane disruption
associated with a greater degree of insertion for this more
hydrophobic polymer with less polyMPC content.
As the most effective copolymer examined had the highest

molecular weight, we used a series of polyMPC homopolymers
(Figure 1A) to test how polymer molecular weight, or f PPO,
impacted neuronal rescue efficacy. The lower molecular weight
homopolymers (HP_9[30], HP_13[43]) exhibited similarly
modest rescue capabilities (Figure 3B), not significantly
different from HP_27[90]. These data suggest that the
improved neuronal survival seen in poly(MPC-PO-MPC) is
due to the decrease in f PPO, or the relative hydrophobicity of
the copolymer, rather than the overall size of the individual

polymer blocks. An overlay of surface activities of the
copolymers with their neuronal rescue capability (Figure 3C)
indicates that poly(MPC-PO-MPC) triblock copolymers with
surface tension π-values <21 mN/m are potentially effective
membrane-targeting cellular rescue agents, and those with π
greater than 31 mN/m are cytotoxic. Accordingly, our findings
demonstrate that polymer synthesis can be utilized effectively
to achieve the desired surface activity and effect either cell
toxicity or cell rescue.
Further insight into the biophysical mechanisms of neuronal

rescue/neurotoxicity of poly(MPC-PO-MPC) triblock copoly-
mers was gained by examining the effects of hydrophilic
BCP_22K[66] and hydrophobic BCP_6.5K[14] on lipid
packing, as the lateral organization of lipid molecules
influences membrane biology.21 Because a DPPC monolayer
at 30 mN/m forms ordered phases that can be detected easily
by GIXD, this was selected as a model system. GIXD showed
two distinct Bragg peaks in each monolayer/homopolymer
combination, demonstrating distorted hexagonal packing of the
lipid tails. Similar to homopolymer HP_27K[90], the Bragg
peaks resulting from a pure DPPC film (Figure 4A, top) and
that with BCP_22K[66] present (Figure 4A, middle), have
almost identical peak positions, with their corresponding Bragg
rod profiles sharing very similar features (Figure S9). These
results indicate that BCP_22K[66] has little influence on
DPPC packing. Despite these hydrophilic polymers having no
discernible effects on lipid packing, neutron spin echo results
(Figure 1B) showed that these homopolymers are nonetheless
capable of altering membrane rigidity, a property crucial for
regulation of membrane protein function.22 The ability of these

Figure 3. Effects of polyMPC-PPO-polyMPC triblock copolymers and polyMPC homopolymers on neuronal survival. (A) Quantification of the
effects of polyMPC-PPO-polyMPC on cultured embryonic rat hippocampal neuron survival following OGD at 37 °C. (B) Quantification of the
effects of molecular weight of polyMPC homopolymer on cultured embryonic rat hippocampal neuron survival following OGD at 37 °C. * p < 0.05
as compared to OGD (+); ** p < 0.05 as compared to OGD (−). (C) The correlation among the Gibbs adsorption surface pressure, π, neuronal
survival, and the molar fraction of PPO for polyMPC-PPO-polyMPC at a polymer concentration of 30 μmol/L. PolyMPC-PPO-polyMPC with
f PPO < 0.35 is expected to be a membrane-targeting cellular rescue agent; polyMPC-PPO-polyMPC with f PPO > 0.71 is expected to be toxic to
neurons.
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copolymers to affect the mechanical properties of the
membrane thus plays an important role in neuronal rescue.
In contrast, GIXD revealed BCP_6.5K to markedly reduce

correlation length, L11, from 232 to 89 Å (Figure 4B). As
correlation length represents the average distance over which
crystallinity extends, these results indicated that BCP_6.5K
disrupted the long-range order of DPPC lipids and induced
membrane defects. These membrane defects may arise from
the mismatch in size and hydrophobicity between PPO and the
hydrocarbon lipid tails. Interestingly, insertion of BCP_6.5K
also slightly increased the packing of DPPC molecules
remaining in the ordered phase, as indicated by the closer
separation of the two Bragg peaks (Figure 4A, bottom). The
GIXD data demonstrate that polymer insertion reduced both
the tilt angle and the area of the lipid tail: the tilt angle θ of the
tail dropped from 30° to 28.3° and the area per tail declined

from 24.0 to 23.6 Å2, representing a 1.7% increase in packing
density (Figure 4B and Figure S9). Despite small, local
enhancement in lipid ordering, membrane defect formation
resulting from polymer insertion appears to dominate, which
compromises the structural integrity of the membrane. This
finding was corroborated by atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and leakage measurements (Figure 4C−E and Figure S10).
Our data thus point to membrane disruption induced by
polymer insertion as the cause of cytotoxicity of
BCP_6.5K[14].

■ CONCLUSIONS
Physicochemical characterization of polyMPC block copoly-
mers revealed the mechanism by which this class of polymers
interacts with lipid membranes, and cell survival studies
identified the surface activity regime in which polyMPC-PPO-
polyMPC triblock copolymers function effectively as mem-
brane-targeting cellular rescue agents. The results presented
provide general guidelines for rational selection and synthesis
of new biomaterials that effectively function in cellular
protection and rescue events. Furthermore, the discovery of
the cytoprotective effect of polyMPC-based triblock copoly-
mers provides a new platform for innovative biotechnology and
medicine using this important class of medically relevant
polymer zwitterions.
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